Discussion Prompts for Debriefing SSR+ Reading

DEBRIEFING OUR READING PROCESS

• Did anyone get distracted while reading? What did you do or what might you do to solve that problem?
• Did anyone get confused while reading? What did you do or what might you do to solve that problem?
• Did anyone lose interest while reading? What did you do or what might you do to solve that problem?
• Did anyone get stopped by unfamiliar words while reading? What did you do or what might you do to solve that problem?
• Did anyone get stopped by long (and complex) sentences or paragraphs while reading? What did you do or what might you do to solve that problem?
• Did anyone have a surprising experience while reading today? What did you do?

BOOK TALK

• Did anyone read something funny today? Can you tell us about it or read us a few lines?
• Did anyone read something scary or bizarre today? Can you tell us about it or read us a few lines?
• Did anyone read something sad today? Can you tell us about it or read us a few lines?
• Did anyone read anything where the language really grabbed you (like a great description)? Can you tell us about it or read us a few lines?
• Did anyone decide to “give up” on a book today or give a book another “ten-page chance”? Can you tell us why?